Year 2 Willaston Weekly Distance Learning Week 3
Daily Reading
Continue to access Oxford Owls for new e books, more books are being added on a regular basis and there are activities
associated with most books, which support home learning. I have also attached some ’60 Second Reads’. The aim of these are
to increase your child’s fluency and accuracy. Keep reading each text until your child can read it in under 60 seconds and with
no mistakes. There are questions that check understanding also.

Writing Tasks - Fiction
Draw a wanted poster for either your mythical creature or
dragon. It must have a clear and detailed description of
what your creature looks like. Use lots of adjectives to
describe the noun and think about using alliteration to up
level your sentences. What is the creature renowned for?
Where was it last seen or where can it usually be found?
What crime has it committed and what is the reward if
found? What advice would you give to people if they locate
it? Finally, any other important information.

Writing Tasks - Non Fiction
I have attached a set of instructions on how to make dragon
nest cakes. I would love you to follow these instructions and
think about how they are same / different to a story and
non-chronological report. Are they easy to follow, if so what
makes it easy to use? I have highlighted verbs that are
called ‘Imperative Verbs’ (bossy verbs). These just tell the
reader exactly what they MUST do! Can you make up a list of
other Imperative Verbs, you could also search for ideas in
cook books or board games.

Maths focus

We are finishing off multiplication and division this week with a focus on learning the 5 and 10 times tables. As in previous
weeks you will find these Power-points on the website under Year 2. Please also revisit the two times table from before
Easter. I have attached two mystery solving activities, which will help the children with problem solving and reasoning skills.
As an extension, the children could come up with their own mystery to solve.

Topic/Science

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/z6svr82

- Look at this site above, there are lots of short clips about animals and their characteristics and short quizzes to complete.
-

-

Find out how animals are grouped together according to their properties and come up with as many different ways they could
be sorted. I have attached a sheet of animals, than can be cut out and grouped into as many different ways as you can.
Design and build a den. It could be in the garden, up a tree or under your bed but be as creative as you can with it. Before
you start, think about what theme it is going to be, eg football, survival, dancing / singing. Then plan, label and draw out your
design, thinking carefully about what materials you will need to make it and how are you going to join it all together and
decorate it. The Dengineers on CBBC have some good ideas to help with your inspiration.
Can you make a dragon egg? I have attached a few ideas but you could come up with your own too. Look and follow the
instructions, can you spot the Imperative Verbs?

Phonic focus

https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCo7fbLgY2oA_cFCIg9GdxtQ
Restarting again this week, Rosie is
back with new sounds to learn. The
children in Year 2 should be working
on Set 3 and using Set 2 for revision.
The link above is for the Ruth Miskin
YouTube channel and is excellent.
The link below is for Oxford Owls, if
you then click on Set 3 resources
then there are lots of activities for
your child.
http://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/read-writeinc-home
Remember to continue to learn to
spell your sight words. I have also
added onto the website a spelling
menu for fun ideas to learn words.

Ongoing ideas to support your
year 2 child - Number bonds to 10 and then 100
- Learn x2 x5 x10 tables and start
counting up in threes.

- Recognise odd and even numbers.
- Read and write all numbers correctly
up to 100, in words and numerals.

- Continue to practice letter formation
-

and correct joins from the sheet
uploaded in week 1.
Continue to read and spell sight words ,
uploaded on week 2.

